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1 .INTR~DUCTION 
In the sequel O(c, a) denotes the open disc of centre [ and of positive 
radius a, U is the unit die D(0, l), A(a, ,!I) is the open angle 
A(a, /3) = (z = de : 0 < r < + co, a < 0 < /3} 
with ,6 - a < 27r, and D is a domain (connected open set) in the two- 
dimensional plane C. 
There are examples of nonnegative superharmonic functions u in D which 
vanish everywhere on the finite boundary 3D although u & 0. This is indeed 
so if, for instance, 
(i) Domain D is the first quadrant A(O,rr/2) and u(x, y) = xy. 
(ii) Domain D is bounded, 80 is a Jordan curve (that is, D is a 
bounded Jordan domain) and u is the Green function of D with pole at an 
arbitrary point of D. 
(iii) Domain D f C, D is convex, and u(z) = dist(z, 3D). 
To see (ii) note that, mainly by Caratheodory’s theorem (cf. Section 2), 8D 
is regular for the Dirichlet problem in the (necessarily) simply connected 
domain D. To see (iii), we content ourselves by proving the peripheral mean- 
value inequality u(zl) >M(u, z,, r) at z1 in D. We have u(z,) = lz, - zOI for 
some z,, on aD and if we take z,, as the origin of axes and z, = (0,~~) on the 
positive y-axis then the harmonicity of the function y and the fact that D is 
in the half plane A(0, 7~) yield 
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If, however, as opposed to the hypotheses of the previous paragraph, we 
stipulate that the nonnegative superharmonic function u in D approaches 
zero “sufficiently rapidly” as we approach one point &, on 80 and that 3D is 
“sufficiently smooth” in some neighbourhood of &,, then u = 0. Because of 
the local character of these hypotheses we shall, without loss of generality, 
express our main result for a 8D which is globally “sufficiently smooth.” 
Suppose that 0 < k < 2. We say that D is a Jordan domain with a Dini- 
smooth boundary of angle kn at 0 if the following five conditions hold (we 
give this simple definition in five parts to give individual references to them 
later in the text): 
(i) Domain D is bounded and contains the half line B = krc/2 near 0. 
(ii) Boundary 8D is a Jordan curve tangent to LM(O, kn) at 0. 
(iii) We haveaD= {z:z=Y(t), O<t< 1, y(O)=y(l)=O}, 
where y: [0, 1 ] + C is continuously differentiable with y’ # 0 on [O, 11. 
(iv) With the arc-length s on aD starting (s = 0) and finishing (s = a) 
at 0 and with /3(s), the angle of the tangent to aD as a function of s, we have 
ID@,) -P(s,l G WCS2 -s,> (0 ,< s, < s2 < 01, 
where o: (0, 01 -+ (0, +co) is increasing and satisfies 
(v) When 0 < k < 2, there exists a positive E < min(k7c/2, K - k7c/2} 
such that D c A(-+, kn + E). 
We note that when k = 1, that is, when cYD is merely tangent to the x-axis 
at 0, condition (iii) corresponds to 80 being smooth and (iv) means that ~30 
is Dini-smooth (cf., e.g., Pommerenke [3, p. 2981, or the original work by 
Warschawski [6, p. 4471); thus, when k = 1, we speak of a Jordan domain 
with Dini-smooth boundary. Also note that if the function y in (iii) is twice 
continuously differentiable on (0, I], then condition (iv) is automatically 
satisfied. Finally, condition (v) is introduced merely for convenience (to deal 
easily with the function zilk) since it is always valid in some neighbourhood 
of 0 by virtue of (i) and (ii). 
Our main result is the following (for an equivalent formulation, cf. 
Section 5, Theorem 2): 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that 0 < k ,< 2 and D is a Jordan domain with a 
Dini-smooth boundary of angle kn at 0. If u is nonnegative and superhar- 
manic in D and, as z + 0, z in D, 
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(1) 
then u G 0 in D. 
We prove Theorem 1 in Section 4 after establishing the prerequisites for it 
in Sections 2 and 3. All applications of Theorem 1 are given in Sections 5 
and 6. The sharpness of the Warschawski hypothesis (iv) on 8D in 
Theorem 1 is made evident by an example in Section 7. 
As an example to illustrate Theorem 1, let D be the interior of the cusp of 
the cubic x3 + y3 - xy = 0. Thus k = 4 and Theorem 1 holds with (1) 
replaced by 
lim inf[u(z)/(lzl dist(z, aD>}] = 0. (2) 
We close this section by explaining, via an example, how the result of 
Theorem 1 holds for domains more general than the Jordan domain we 
described, provided that near 0 they coincide with that domain. Let D* be a 
domain, possibly unbounded and not necessarily simply connected, such that 
for some 6 > 0 
D * n D(O,36) = A (0,7r/2) r-~ D(O,36). 
This last set contains 
A(O,7c/2) n {D(O, 6) U D(S + id, a)} = A, 
say. Clearly A is a Jordan domain with a Dini-smooth boundary of angle n/2 
(hence k = $) at 0 with 
o = (2 + 3x/2) 6, o(t) = r/s. 
If u > 0 and superharmonic in D* and (2) holds as z + 0, z in D*, then 
u G 0 in D* (since, by Theorem 1, u z 0 in A). Note, in passing, that in this 
case of D* the denominator in (2) can be replaced by (the smaller function) 
xy (cf. Section 6, Corollary 3). 
2. PREREQUISITES FROM THE CONFORMAL MAPPING THEORY 
In the sequel, the letters f, g, 4, y are reserved for holomorphic functions, 
that is, for analytic functions of a complex variable. If in addition f is 
bijective (which makes f -’ into a homeomorphism), f is then conformal. 
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THEOREM A (Caratheodory; cf. [3, p. 2811). Every conformal f from a 
Jordan domain onto another can be extended to a homeomorphism between 
&he closures of the two domains. 
THEOREM B (Distortion Theorem; cf. 13, p. 221). Let f be conformal on 
U and D = f (U). Then, for all z in U, 
dWf(z), do>< 2(1 - lzl> If'@)l. 
We can now give our prerequisite towards the proof of Theorem 1, which 
is of interest in its own right. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that 0 < k < 2 and D is a Jordan domain with a 
Dini-smooth boundary of angle k7t at 0. If f: U + D is conformal and (as we 
may assume, in the light of Theorem A) f (1) = 0, then there exists a constant 
c0 > 0 such that, for all z in U, 
If’(Z)1 <co If(w”k. 
Proo$ To prove Lemma 1 we consider the conformal map g: D + D,, 
given by (a branch of) g(w) = w’lk, where D, is a Jordan domain with Dini- 
smooth boundary (of angle 71 at 0). (To justify the existence of such a g, we 
point out that, when 0 < k < 2 we can take g(w) = g@e”) = p”keir’k, as we 
may by using condition (v) in Section 1, since D is in an open angle whose 
total aperture is kz + 2s which is less than or equal to 2k7c as well as to 27~. 
When k = 2, we first note that there exists a Jordan arc J joining 0 to the 
point at infinity such that J\(O) is outside 5 and hence J is tangent to the 
closed half line r = 0; as g, we can now take the restriction to D of the 
injective holomorphism g on C\J given by g’(w) = w since C\J is simply 
connected (Rudin (4, p. 263]).) By Warschawski ([6, p. 444, preliminary 
remark]) aD is mapped by g onto the Dini-smooth Jordan curve 80,. Let 
Again by Warschawski ([6, p. 447, Corollary and p. 433, Theorem lo]; or 
cf. [ 3, p. 298, Theorem 10.2 J) I,Y’ has a nonzero continuous extension to o,, 
hence there exists a positive constant cr such that 
O<c,<lw’I 
throughout D, . Consequently 
14’1 = VI v’l < I/c, 
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throughout U. Letting w  =f(z) with z in U yields 
l/c, > I4’(z>I = I g’(w)1 If’(zl= (l/k) IwP-’ If’(Zl~ 
from which the result follows with co = k/c,. 
3. A POTENTIAL THEORETICAL RESULT 
The following result is implicit in a theorem of NaIm ([2, Theorem 7’- 
16 1) as the Green function in the denominator there can be replaced by our 
(simpler expression) 1 - Iz 1 here. It corresponds to Theorem 1 with D 
replaced by the unit disc U and is needed in the proof of Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. If v is nonnegative superharmonic in U and 
v(z) liz;lrf 1 --(z, =0 
at some point &, on Xl, then v = 0 in U. 
ProoJ Here we give a new proof of Proposition 1 (which can easily be 
altered to be valid in the unit ball of any Euclidean space of dimension 22) 
firstly for the sake of completion and secondly because our proof is more 
classical and is in the realm of those who work in the theory of functions as 
well as those in potential theory. 
By the Riesz-Herglotz representation, there exist nonnegative Radon 
measures ,u, and ,u, on U and cXJ, respectively, such that, for all z in U, 
v(z) =i, Gk w> h(w) + j-U P(z, 0 d/d0 = I,(z) + I,(z), 
say, where G and P denote the Green and Poisson kernels given by 
G(z, w) = log I( 1 - fw)/(z - w)], w, C) = (1 - 14’>/lz -v, 
respectively. As 0 < Ij < v in U (j = 1,2), we have 
lim infIj(z)/(l - Izl)=O (j= L2) (3) 
as z --t &,. Thus there exists a sequence (z,) in U converging to [ such that 
(3) holds with z replaced by z,. By Fatou’s lemma we obtain 
j Ii ‘i~+kf IG(z,, w)/U - Iz,l>t h(w) = 0, 
(4) 
I lim inf iP(z,, CM1 - Iz,J)I 4M) = 0, au n+‘x 
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and hence, as (from the formulae for G and P, it can be shown easily that) 
the integrands in (4) are actually limits equal to the integrands given below, 
I_ ((1 -I~~l’)/l~-i,II~~,(~)=0~ [ 2/C-i,/~2~P,K)=O. 
. (’ . ar 
As each integrand is a positive continuous function on U and au, respec- 
tively, we get that both pj z 0 and thus t’ E 0 in U. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let f be the conformal mapping from U onto D such that (as we may 
assume, in the light of Theorem A)f( 1) = 0 and define V(Z) = udf(z)), where 
z E U. By Theorem B and Lemma 1 we obtain for all z in U 
Wf(z), aDI < 2(1 - Izl) If’(z)1 < 2cdl - lzl) If(~>l’-“~, 
which implies that, with w =f(z), 
0 < limJ,nf v(z)/(l - 121) < 2c, liTj;f (u(w) Jwl’-“k/dist(~, 8D)} = 0. 
L E Ii WED 
As u is nonnegative superharmonic in U, Proposition 1 implies that u = 0, 
and hence u s 0 in D. 
5. AN EQUIVALENT FORMULATION OF THEOREM 1 AND ITS COROLLARIES 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that 0 < k < 2 and D is a Jordan domain with a 
Dini-smooth boundary of angle kn at 0. If u is positive and superharmonic in 
D, then there exists a positive constant c such that, for all .z in D, we have 
u(z) > c Iz) “k-l dist(z, 30). 
Proof: We first deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 1. If the result of 
Theorem 2 were false, then there would exist a sequence (z,) in D such that 
a,> G (l/n> lzn I I’&- i dist(z,, 30). (5) 
As all z, are in the comp_act set 0, a subsequence of (z,), (zm), say, 
converges to a point z,, on D. To prove Theorem 2, it suffices to prove that 
each of the following three alternatives for z0 (namely, z0 in D, z,, on 80\(O) 
and z0 = 0) is impossible. Indeed, if z0 E D, then we would get 0 < 0 since 
0 < u(zJ < lim inf u(z,) < 1 z,,I Ilk--l dist(z,, 80) lim (l/m) = 0; 
m-m m-tm 
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if we had z0 on aD\(O}, then (5) would yield, with n replaced by m, 
0 < lim inf u(z)/dist(z, aD) 
z+zg 
< lim inf u(z,)/dist(z,, ao) 
m-cc 
< (Zp- lim (l/m) = 0 
m-am 
and hence, by Theorem 1 with respect to the point zO with k = 1 (as we may, 
since we can replace D by a smaller Jordan domain with Dini-smooth 
boundary passing through zO) we would get u = 0; finally, if z0 = 0, then (5) 
would yield 
0 < lim+rrf U(z) 1 z 1 i- ‘lk/dist(z, L3D) < ,/II (l/m) = 0 
and hence, by Theorem 1, u = 0. 
Conversely, Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 since a nonnegative superhar- 
manic function u in D is either identically zero or positive and this second 
alternative is impossible by Theorem 2 (as c > 0). Thus Theorems 1 and 2 
are equivalent. 
We note in passing, that in the case (k = 1) of a Jordan domain with Dini- 
smooth boundary, Theorem 2 yields, for all z in D, 
U(Z) > c dist(z, 30). (6) 
If, further, D is convex, we can therefore say that every positive superhar- 
manic function majorises a positive constant multiple (cf. Section 1, Exam- 
ple (iii)) of the superharmonic distance function from the boundary. In the 
particular case where D = U, inequality (6) becomes 
u(z) >, 41 - lzl) (z E U). (7) 
This last inequality can also be obtained from the Riesz-Herglotz represen- 
tation (cf. Section 3) and thus Theorem 2 can also be deduced from (7) via 
Theorem B and Lemma 1. 
To obtain the first corollary of Theorem 2 we first point out that, if 
0 < k < 2 (when k = 0, we define the Jordan domain with a Dini-smooth 
boundary of angle 0 at 0 as in Section 1 with all five conditions (i)-(v)) the 
outside domain D, (in C) of a Dini-smooth Jordan curve aD of angle kn at 0 
contains, after reflection with respect to x-axis, a Jordan domain with a Dini- 
smooth boundary of angle (2 - k) 71 at 0 and hence Theorem 1 reads as 
follows: 
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COROLLARY 1. Suppose that 0 < k < 2 and D, is defined as above. If u 
is nonnegative and superharmonic in D,, and satisfies (1) with k replaced b? 
2 - k (as z + 0. z in D,), then u = 0. 
In this same case of D,, Theorem 2 takes the following different form: 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that 0 < k < 2, D is a Jordan domain with a 
Din&smooth boundary of angle krc at 0 and D, = C\l?. If u is positive and 
superharmonic in D,, then there exists a positive constant c such that, for all 
z in D,, 
u(z) > c 
)Z~(hM/(2-h) 
qz, + 1)l/‘2-h’ dist(z, aD)* 
ProoJ: To prove Corollary 2 we take, by using condition (i) in the 
definition of D in Section 1, a point z0 in D which is on the half line 
B = k7t/2 with ) z0 ) ,< 1 and let Z be the inversion of centre z0 which preserves 
0, that is, Z(0) = 0. Note that Z maps C\(z,,} onto itself and Z(aD,) = Z(8D) 
is a Jordan curve tangent to &4(kn - rr, n) at 0. Thus, if R denotes the 
reflection with respect to the y-axis, then the set D* = R(Z(D,) U (z,,}) is a 
Jordan domain with a Dini-smooth boundary of angle (2 - k) TC at 0. (Note 
that, as we pointed out in Section 1, condition (v) is at least locally valid for 
D* and hence Theorem 1 holds for D * and so does Theorem 2.) If we let 
z = Z(R(z*)), u*(z*) = u(z) (z” E D*\~RkJl>~ 
then, as the one-point set {R(z,)] is polar and U* is positive and superhar- 
manic in D*\{R(z,)), we get that u* has a nonnegative and superharmonic 
extension to D* [ 1, Chap. 3, last result] which is actually positive in D* 
(since otherwise u* would be identically zero and so would u). Hence, by 
Theorem 2, 
u(z)=u*(z*)>c* Iz*(“(~-~)-’ dist(z*,aD*) (8) 
for some positive c* and for all z in D,. Note now that 
lz--oIGlzI+ 1, z * = R (Z(z)) = Z,,z/(z, - z), 
dist(z*,aD*)=inf(lz*-[*I:c*EaD*) 
=inf{lR(l(z))-R(I(6j)J:[E8D} 
=inf{Izo121(~-~)/((~--ZO)(~-~O)}I:~E~D) 
>/z,/~(IzI+ l)-‘q-‘inf{(r-zl:rEaD) 
= 1z012 (lzl + I))’ q-l dist(z, aD>, 
(9) 
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where q denotes the greatest distance of z,, from 8D. This last inequality and 
(9) replaced in (8) give us the required inequality in Corollary 2. 
6. THEOREM 1 WHEN D Is AN OPEN ANGLE 
Suppose that 0 < k < 2 and D = A(0, kn). By the argument given in the 
last paragraph of Section 1, Theorem 1 still holds, but because of the simple 
form of D, the factor 
1 z ] ’ - ‘lk/dist(z, 3D) 
which occurs in (1) can now be simplified as we have 
LEMMA 2. Given k in (0,2], there exist two positive constants C,(k) and 
C,(k) depending only on k such that for all z = rei8 in A(0, kn) we have 
C,(k) < r sin(@/k)/dist(z, aA(O, kz)) < C,(k). 
We leave the proof of Lemma 2 to the reader. Taking the branch of z’lk 
given by rLlkeieik, Theorem 1 reads as follows: 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that 0 < k< 2 and D = A(0, kn). If u is 
nonnegative and superharmonic in D and, as z -+ 0, z in D, 
lim inf u(z)/Im(z”“) = 0, 
then u = 0. 
7. ON THE SHARPNESS OF THE WARSCHAWSKI HYPOTHESIS 
IN THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
Condition (iv) on aD is essential for Theorems 1 and 2 to hold. The hint 
for the example we give below was kindly given to us by the referee. 
Consider an even V’ function h in the closed interval [-1, l] such that 
h(O)=O, h’(x)>0 (O<x<l), j’h’(x),‘xdx=+m. 
0 
(For instance, we can take h(x) = x/log(e/x) with 0 ( x < 1.) Let D be a 
Jordan domain in the upper half plane y > 0 such that 80 is locally @’ 
except at z = 0 and coincides with the graph of h in [-1, l] x [-1, h(l)]. 
Clearly D satisfies all the conditions for a Jordan domain with a Dini- 
smooth boundary of angle 71 at 0 except condition (iv) near 0. 
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The Warschawski condition (iv) fails to hold near 0. To see this we note 
that, with the arc-length s starting at x = 0 and increasing with x, any 
function w (of condition (iv)) which satisfies p(s) ,< o(s) with 0 <s ,< s( 1) 
yields 
o(s)/s > k,w(s)/x> k,P(s)/x= k,x-’ tan’ h’(x) > k,h’(x)/x, 
where k, and k, are positive constants and, as ds > dx, 
I’ 
S(1) 
o(s)/s ds = i-co. 
0 
We can now produce a positive superharmonic function u in D such that 
the result of Theorem 2, namely (with k = I), 
u(z) > c dist(z, i3D), (10) 
does not hold. First note that, using integration by parts, we have 
I 
I 
/(x)/x* dx = t co. 
0 
By Tsuji (5, p. 377, Theorem 10, case (i)], as our function h satisfies the 
hypotheses for the function h there, the conformal map f from the open half 
plane H = ([ = < t iv : q > 0) onto D with f(0) = 0 satisfies 
If now we take u = Im(f - ‘), then u is positive and harmonic in D and (10) 
is contradicted by 
lim u(0, y)/y = l$ Im(f ‘(iv))/v = 0 
s-0 
since the limit off -‘(z)/z as z tends to 0 from inside D equals the limit as [ 
tends to 0 from inside H of [/f(c), which is equal to 0 by (11). 
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